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Why Do We Need to Review Emergency 

Radio Voice Skills?

 Most of what we say day to day does not 

have the potential to severely impact lives 

and property of hundreds or thousands of 

people

 But during an Emergency, it matters:

 If Voice Message is unclear

 If Voice Message has been modified

 If Voice Message is delayed

 If Voice Message is mis-delivered

 Or if Voice Message is never delivered

 Each of these errors may have disastrous 

consequences in an emergency situation



Listening is a Critical Skill (just ask your spouse)

 A wise person once said, “a person has two ears and one     
mouth for a reason”

 Requires discipline

 Tune out distractions

 Avoid attention drifting

 Avoid unnecessary transmissions

 Challenges:

 Noisy environment

 Interference from other stations

 Weak signals

 Listen before you transmit, always



Microphone Techniques

 Hold the mic close to your cheek, just off the side of your mouth

 Talk across, rather than into the mic to reduce breath noises & popping

 Speak in normal, clear, calm voice

 Raising your voice can result in over-modulation and distortion

 Pace your rate of speech so that the receiver can transcribe your words

 Carefully pronounce words and enunciate each syllable and sound



Radio & Microphone Adjustments

 Radios should be adjusted so that a normal 

voice within 2 inches of the mic element will 

produce full modulation

 If mic gain is too high, it may pick up 

extraneous background noise

 Noise-canceling microphone is a good option

 Headset boom if used, should have cardioid 

or other noise canceling type element

 VOX (voice operated transmission) is not 

recommended for emergency 

communications

 Know where the input is on your type of mic

 Headsets for handi-talkies- test before event



Tips when using a Repeater

 Be sure to leave a little extra time between 

pressing the push-to-talk switch and speaking

 A variety of delays occur within a repeater 

system:

 CTCSS decode time

 Transmitter rise time

 “Kerchunk” timer

 Gives time for handhelds to come out of “power 

save” mode

 Leaving extra time is especially important when 

using Linked Repeaters or Cross-Band Repeaters 

to allow for all the links to begin transmitting

 Assures your entire message is transmitted and 

avoids time wasting repeats for lost first words

Mingus Mountain

145.290 Repeater



Brevity, Clarity & Importance of the Pause

 Each Communication should:

 Consist only of information necessary to get 
the message across clearly and accurately

 Crisp & professional transmissions

 Say exactly what you mean

 Use specific words with precise meaning

 Complete one subject at a time

 Verbatim of message received

 Emergency Communication should not:

 Avoid using contractions i.e. don’t, isn’t

 Extraneous information can distract and lead 
to confusion

 Do not editorialize, embelish or chit chat

 Pause between transmissions to               
allow for emergency break in’s



Common Terminology versus Ham Jargon

 Technical Radio Slang has no place during an 

emergency situation

 A misunderstood message could cost someone’s 

life

 Not everyone involved in an emergency 

communication situation will understand the 

slang or technical jargon

 Even among Hams, terms can vary by region

 For all these reasons, all messages and 

communications during an emergency should 

use common terminology or “plain language”

 No “Q” Signals and No 10 codes

 Avoid words or phrases that are emotionally 

charged

HAM RADIO LINGO & Q CODES

73 “Best Regards”

88 “Hugs & Kisses”

QTH Location

AGC “Automatic Gain Control”

Antenna

Party

A long-standing tradition among 

hams

Barefoot Refers to running your 

transmitter without an 

amplifier



The Exception:  Pro-words or “Pro-signs”

 Refer to handout

 Pro Word:  Defined as procedural 

terms with specific meaning

 Pro Sign when the procedural 

terms are sent by Morse Code or 

digital modes

 Used to save time and ensure all 

understand the precise meaning 

of what is being said

 Familiarize yourself with 

prowords that may be used 

during emergency 

communications

 Other suggestions?



Know your Phonetics

 Certain words in a message may not be 

immediately understood, such as:

 Medical term

 Unusual place name

 Best way to assure it is understood, is to spell 

it out phonetically

 To reduce requests to repeat words, use 

phonetics anytime a word has an unusual or 

difficult spelling 

 Standard practice is to first say, “I spell…”

 We use ITU Phonetic Alphabet 

 Not military, not international, not your own 

cleverly made up versions (Turkey Dinner)



Numbers & Punctuation
 Numbers are somewhat easier to understand

 Most can be made clearer by simply “over enunciating them 

 Numbers are always pronounced individually

 For example “60” is spoken as six zero, not sixty

 “509” is spoken as five zero nine, not five hundred nine 

nor five oh nine

 It may be helpful to preface a number coming in a message 

with, “Figures: two zero one nine

 Punctuation should be named at the end of a sentence or when 

it occurs in the message

 For example, state “Symbol comma”, “Symbol period”, 

“Symbol question mark”, etc.

 Time: Use military time i.e. 1400, 2130 etc.

 Follow with “hours”

 During exercise or event, at beginning of net, state “all 

times referenced are local AZ time

 No Zulu or UTC time

# Say # Say

ONE “Wun” TWO “TOOO”

THREE “THUH-ree” FOUR “FOH-wer”

FIVE “FY-ive” SIX “Sicks”

SEVEN “SEV-vin” EIGHT “Ate”

NINE “NINE-er” ZERO “ZEE-row”



Tactical Call Signs- Why important?

 Identify the station’s location or its purpose 

during an event, regardless of who is operating 

the station

 Allows you to contact the station without 

knowing the FCC call sign of the operator

 Eliminates confusion at shift change or at 

stations with multiple operators

 NCS may assign Tactical call sign as each location 

is “opened”

 The name should provide some information 

about the location or its purpose, or have a 

meaning that matches the way the served 

agency identifies itself

 EOC, Hospital East, Mayer Shelter, Aid 3, etc.



Calling with Tactical Call Signs

 If you are at “Aid 3” during a directed net and 
want to contact NCS, you would say “Net 
Control, Aid 3”

 Or in crisper nets (and where NCS is paying 
close attention), simply “Aid 3”

 If you had emergency traffic, you would say 
“Aid 3, emergency traffic” or “Aid 3, priority 
traffic”

 If your station has traffic for another location, 
you must ask NCS for permission to go direct 
during a controlled net

 Example, “Posse, requesting to contact  
Wickenburg direct with traffic”

 NCS would give Posse permission, then Posse 
would say, “Wickenburg, Posse”…



Station Identification & Completing a Call
 Proper Station Identification is a must to satisfy FCC rules & 

promote efficient operation of a net

 Rules state you must identify at ten-minute intervals and at end 

of your last transmission

 During periods of heavy activity in tactical nets, it is easy to 

forget when you last identified and if you should use the tactical 

call or your own call

 Give your FCC call sign as you complete each exchange (most 

exchanges are less than 10 min)

 Tells NCS that you consider the exchange complete, saving 

time & extra words

 Fulfills all FCC identification requirements

 Exceptions:  K7YCA, K7YCA-mobile, & W7YRC

 At these locations, no personal FCC call is used  

 Always use these FCC registered Tactical Calls to sign off

 Don’t forget to say “this is a drill” at end of exchange during a 

training exercise



Voice Habits to Avoid

 Thinking aloud on the air:  “Ahhh…, let me see…,  

Hmm…, Well, you know, if…”

 On air arguments or criticism

 Quick keying, count one- one thousand, then begin

 “Stepping” on another station

 Rambling Commentaries

 Shouting into your microphone

 “Cute” phonetics

 Identifying every time you key or un-key the mic

 Using 10 codes, Q signals or anything other than 

“plain language”

 Speaking without planning your message in 

advance

 Talking just to pass the time



Let’s Practice!
 General Message 213

 State “Block 1, Incident Name, pause, November 
Training”

 And so forth, thru Block 10

 Pace so that others can transcribe

 Apply what you have learned today

 Tune Handi-talkies to 146.480 (Memory #5)

 First Volunteer as Station Transmitting

 Come on up…

 There will be prizes ☺

 All others, transcribe to your 213

 First message read through

 Any fills requested

 Repeat



How did it go?

 Transcriber Feedback

 Voice operator Feedback

 Lessons Learned?

 Keep practicing

 Net check in’s

 Public Service events

 Attend as many trainings as 

you can



FRIENDS OF YAVAPAI 

COUNTY ARES RACES INC

(FOYCAR)
501(c)(3)

Launch meeting



FOYCAR- What it means to you

Able to accept donations

Funds to be used to:

Improved infrastructure

Purchase needed equipment

Enhanced insurance 

coverage for members while 

participating in an ARES 

RACES event



FOYCAR- How you can help

 Select FOYCAR for your 

designated recipient on 

Amazon smile

Participate as an officer 

or member at large

Follow and support the 

organization’s structure, 

rules, functions, finances 

Give suggestions



President

_____?_____

Vice President

_____?_____

Treasurer

Tom Cloonan

NL7FQ

Secretary

_____?_____

Member at Large

_____?_____

Member at Large

_____?_____

Nominations please


